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We propose a new mechanism for bubble nucleation triggered by the rubbing of solid
surfaces immersed in a liquid, in which the fluid molecules squeezed between the
solids are released with high kinetic energy into the bulk of the liquid, resulting in the
nucleation of a vapor bubble. Molecular dynamics simulations with a superheated
Lennard-Jones fluid are used to evidence this mechanism. Nucleation is observed
at the release of the squeezed molecules, for squeezing pressures above a threshold
value and for all the relative velocities between the solids that we investigate. We
show that the total kinetic energy of the released molecules for a single release
event is proportional to the number of molecules released, which depends on the
squeezing pressure, but is independent of the velocity. C© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868507]

I. INTRODUCTION

Rubbing two solids immersed in a liquid may induce the formation of bubbles.1–4 This phenom-
ena, also called “tribonucleation,” can be observed in situations such as bearing systems, lubrication
in machinery, or even in the joints of animals.5 It often results in the degradation of the lubricant in
the bearings or in the enhancement of erosion at the solid surfaces. Many attempts have thus been
made to provide a clear understanding of the phenomenon.

In tribonucleation, the bubble formation and growth has commonly been related to the pressure
decrease due to the viscous shear flow in the gap between the solid surfaces.4, 6–8 Indeed, when
the pressure in the liquid drops below the saturation pressure of the liquid, cavitation is expected,
provided nucleation sites are present. This pressure drop in the gap is enhanced for thinner gaps,
larger rubbing velocities, or larger viscosities of the liquid. For low viscosity liquids, the occurrence
of cavitation would therefore require remarkably thin gaps between the solids, while the gap has
to be thicker than the typical surface roughness. Recently, however, Wildeman et al.9 showed that
tribonucleation can also be observed for the gentle rubbing of solids immersed in ethanol, which
has a relatively low viscosity (1.2 mPa s at 20 ◦C). They investigated the nucleation by rubbing a
sapphire sphere on an aluminum plate, and found that the nucleation occurs above a threshold for
both the rubbing load and velocity. This result suggests that the pressure drop due to the viscous
flow is not the only mechanism responsible for the cavitation in tribonucleation. One of the other
mechanisms could be the local increase in temperature induced by the rubbing. The actual contact
between the solids is realized at the tips of the roughnesses of the solids, over an area which is
much smaller than the nominal (or apparent) contact area. On rubbing, the local temperature at the
contact surfaces could therefore rise beyond the boiling point, which would facilitate the nucleation
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of bubbles. For a dry contact, Kalin,10 for instance, concluded, by reviewing a number of studies,
that the local temperature at the roughness tips, expressed in Celsius, could be up to one order of
magnitude higher than that defined for the apparent contact area. The situation for immersed solid
surfaces could however be different.

All the effects discussed above deal with increasing the superheating of the liquid, by either
decreasing the pressure or increasing the temperature. In this paper, we are concerned with the
nucleation itself, i.e., the inception of the vapor bubbles that will grow because of the superheating.
We propose a microscopic mechanism: the occurrence of bubble nucleation caused by the sudden
release of fluid molecules squeezed between two solid surfaces which are apparently in contact.
Indeed, when two initially separated solids are approached in a liquid, some fluid molecules are
transiently squeezed between them. In the case of immersed solids being rubbed together, new solid
surfaces, at the tip of the roughness, are permanently put in contact, which permanently squeeze
new molecules.

As will be detailed further, the squeezed molecules are released with a kinetic energy which is
affected by the squeezing pressure, that is to say, the actual pressure exerted on the actual contact
area. At any time, this actual contact area Aac is related to the apparent contact area Aap via the
normal load on the solid W and the surface hardness M as

Aac

Aap
=

(
W

Aap M

)x

, (1)

where x � 0.83 is an empirical constant.11 For a typical situation9 in which a sapphire sphere with
radius Rs = 2.5 mm is rubbed against an aluminum plate under a normal load W = 0.1 N, the
apparent area is Aap ∼ 2.7 × 10−10 m2. This gives an actual area Aac ∼ 1.3 × 10−11 m2 and an
actual pressure W/Aac ∼ 8 GPa at the contacts.12, 25 As the solids are rubbed under such a high
pressure, the squeezed molecules are likely to be released with a large kinetic energy and might
trigger the nucleation of vapor bubbles, which would then grow without limit as a consequence of
the superheating.

The present study investigates this mechanism of bubble nucleation with the aid of molecular
dynamics simulations. Section II presents the molecular dynamics model. Section III provides and
discusses the results of the calculations, and a summary of the study is given in Sec. IV.

II. PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AND CALCULATION METHODS

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the system we simulated. It consists of a liquid bulk enclosed
between two parallel solid plates perpendicular to the direction ez, the substrate and the top plate. A
rectangular block, which idealizes the tip of an asperity of a macroscopic moving solid, is pressed
with a pressure p against the substrate, while being displaced tangentially to the substrate with
velocity V ex.

The dimensions {X, Y, Z} of the simulation domain are {40, 4.8, 36} nm3 (initial) along
{ex, ey, ez}, and periodic boundary conditions are imposed in {ex, ey}.13 The block is as wide as the
domain (Y = 4.8 nm) along ey, but much smaller in the other directions (see Fig. 1). The aspect ratio
of the system being close to ten, this results in an essentially two-dimensional motion of the fluid in
the {ex, ez} plane.

The fluid is simulated with monatomic molecules. All molecules have the same mass
m = 20 g mol−1. The interactions between molecules, except the inside of each solid, are defined
by the Lennard-Jones potential

φi j = 4εi j

[(σi j

r

)12
−

(σi j

r

)6
]

, (2)

where εij and σ ij are, respectively, the characteristic energy and the equilibrium distance of interaction
between two molecules of type i and j, separated by a distance r. The values of ε and σ are listed
in Table I. The coefficients for the fluid–fluid interaction, εFF and σ FF, are the same as those used
in Ref. 14 for the simulation of a surface nanobubble. Although these parameters do not represent
a particular material, they permit to simulate a liquid with a low effective viscosity (estimated as
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the simulation.

0.9
√

mεFF/σFF ∼ 0.1 mPa s, based on Ref. 15), that is to say, approximately 1/4 of the viscosity of
the ethanol used in the experiments by Wildeman et al.,9 which is 0.44 mPa s at its boiling point. A
truncation of the potential function is applied at r = 1.19 nm (corresponding to 3.5σ FF). The solids
consist of face-centered cubic lattices with a lattice constant of 0.4 nm. The first and second neighbor
molecules in the solids are bonded together by a harmonic potential, with a rigidity constant of
1.4 × 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2, corresponding to a Young’s modulus of 290 GPa, which matches that of
the solids used in the experiment by Wildeman et al.9 The substrate and the top plate are, respectively,
8 and 1 lattice constant thick along ez.

In order to simulate that the block is a part of a massive object with large heat capacity and
mass with respect to molecular scales, two distinct layers of molecules, which do not interact with
the fluid molecules, are added on the top surface of the block, as indicated in Fig. 1. The lower layer,
referred to as “thermostat layer,” consists of thermostat molecules. The temperature in this layer is
controlled with a Langevin method. In the upper layer, referred to as “constraint layer,” the motion
of the molecules in the {ex, ez} plane is constrained. That is, their velocity along ex is set at the
target value V , to generate the relative motion of the block with respect to the substrate, while their
motion along ez is homogenized by replacing the force exerting on each molecule with the averaged
value of this force over all the molecules in the layer, so as to avoid any deformation or rotation of
the top surface of the block. To impose the desired pressure p between the block and the substrate,
a constant downward force is applied to the molecules in the constraint layer. A thermostat and a
constraint layers are also added to the lower surface of the substrate, in order to keep the substrate
motionless and at the desired temperature.

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones parameters of the molecular interactions.

Interaction type Fluid–fluid Fluid–solid Solid (substrate)–solid (block)

ε (kJ mol−1) 3.0 1.0 1.0
σ (nm) 0.34 0.34 0.252
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The ambient pressure in the system is set by controlling the motion of the top plate along ez,
with a similar method as for the constraint layer of the block. “Dummy molecules” are distributed
at each point of the lattice in the top plate. They have a mass of 2 g mol−1 and do not interact
with the fluid molecules. They are bonded with the actual molecules, which can interact with
the fluid molecules, and a constant downward force corresponding to the target ambient pressure
is applied on them. The motion of the dummy molecules is restricted so that the lattice only
moves along ez, without any deformation or rotation. This method achieves a constant pressure
below the plate, except just after nucleation when a pressure peak of typically 20 MPa and lasting
typically 10 ps is observed, as a consequence of the rapid expansion of the fluid evaporating into the
bubble.

The calculations were performed with the LAMMPS software package,16, 17 and each simulation
followed the same procedure. First, an equilibrium calculation at a temperature of T∞ = 372 K
(=1.03εFF/k) and a system pressure of psat = 5.33 MPa (= 0.042εFF/σ

3
FF), equal to the saturation

pressure of the liquid at T∞, is performed for 1400 ps (= 1595
√

mσ 2
FF/εFF), with the block located

1.8 nm apart from the top surface of the substrate. In this equilibrium calculation, the fluid temperature
is controlled by the Nosé-Hoover method.18, 26 Next, a downward force is imposed on the constraint
layer of the block to descend the block toward the substrate (a damping term is also applied to
limit the descending velocity). Most of the fluid molecules between the block and the substrate
are expelled into the bulk during the descent of the block. However, the fluid molecules in the
vicinity of the solids surfaces, which are presumably adsorbed on the solids as commonly observed
when the wettability is not too low,19 are not expelled during the descent (but only during the
rubbing, as will be discussed further). At the same time, the pressure of the system is reduced to
p∞ = 2.47 MPa (= 0.019εFF/σ

3
FF), at which the saturation temperature is 331 K (=0.92εFF/k). This

sudden pressure reduction eventually put the liquid in a metastable state, equivalent to a superheating
of 41 K.20

These final pressure and temperature conditions, applied for the rubbing of the block, are
chosen so as to achieve a small superheat. The extent of this superheat can be characterized by the
Jakob number Ja, which represents the ratio between the latent heat and the excess enthalpy of the
superheated liquid. It is defined as

Ja = ρlcpl(T∞ − Tsat)

ρvL
, (3)

where ρ l and ρv are, respectively, the liquid and vapor densities, cpl is the specific heat of the liquid,
and L is the latent heat of vaporization. The value of Ja in the present simulations is 1.9, which
corresponds to a superheat of 1.2 K in the case of ethanol at ambient pressure. Under these conditions,
the critical work of nucleation, i.e., the activation energy required to create a two-dimensional vapor
bubble with width Y in the bulk of the liquid (which represents the difference between the work
required for the creation of the bubble interface and the work done by the pressure difference between
the inside and the outside of the bubble) is

Qc = 2π RcYγ − π R2
c Y (psat − p∞)

= π R2
c Y (psat − p∞) � 380 kJ mol−1 (= 126.7εFF), (4)

where

Rc = γ

psat − p∞
� 3.8 nm (= 11.2σFF) (5)

is the critical radius, i.e., the radius at which the reversible work of formation is maximal, which
follows from the two-dimensional Young-Laplace equation,21, 27 and γ stands for the surface tension
of the liquid. The value γ = 10.9 mN m−1 was obtained from a simulation for an equilibrated
flat liquid-vapor surface at T∞. Although the applicability of Eq. (5) for the bubble nucleation at
nanometer scale is still unclear,22, 23 the present results on the nucleation are consistent with Eq. (5)
as will be shown in Sec. III.
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Approximately 260 ps (= 296
√

mσ 2
FF/εFF) after the block reached the surface, the pressure and

velocity imposed on top of the block are set to p and V , respectively. The time origin t = 0 is taken
at the initiation of this last motion. Each simulation was performed until all the molecules squeezed
under the block during its descent are released into the bulk of the fluid.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Preliminary observations

When the block is set into motion, different behaviors are observed in the simulations, depending
on the pressure p and the velocity V between the block and the substrate. When the pressure is
sufficiently large, nucleation and further growth of a vapor bubble occur. Fig. 2 shows the typical
dynamics in this case. At t = 0 (Fig. 2(a) (Multimedia view)) some fluid molecules are squeezed
between the block (light-gray molecules (yellow online)) and the substrate (dark-gray molecules
(orange online)), as a consequence of the previous descent of the block. At t = 1312.5 ps (Fig. 2(b)),
some of the squeezed molecules have been released in the bulk of the liquid and a “proto-bubble,”
i.e., a precursor cavity for a potential bubble, appearing as a dark region with a very low density in
molecules, has formed. Once nucleated, the bubble grows with apparently no other limits than those
of the system (Fig. 2(c)).

To understand the mechanism behind this nucleation, we represent, in Fig. 3(a), the time
evolution of the proto-bubble equivalent radius R, the number of squeezed molecules N, and
the instantaneous kinetic energy Einst of the molecules being released during the event shown in
Fig. 2. For comparison, the same quantities are also shown in Fig. 3(b) for the case when the pres-
sure under the block is four times smaller, for which nucleation did not occur. The proto-bubble
radius is defined as R = √

S/π , where S stands for the area of the vapor region in the {ex, ez} plane.
S is itself determined by dividing the fluid domain into subcells of 0.4 × 0.4 nm2 in the {ex, ez} plane
with the same width as the domain. The phase of the fluid is then determined from the density in
fluid molecules: Subcells with a density larger than a threshold of 10.4 nm−3, corresponding to the
average density between the liquid and vapor phases, are considered as in the liquid state and do not
contribute to S, while those with a density smaller than the threshold are considered as in the vapor
state and do contribute to S. N is obtained by counting the number of fluid molecules located between
the bottom surface of the block and the substrate. The energy Einst is calculated as the sum of the
individual kinetic energy of the molecules which have been released during a sampling interval of
0.35 ps.

The nucleation is clearly related to the release of squeezed molecules. Fig. 3(a) indeed shows
that in the case when nucleation occurs, the proto-bubble radius precisely starts to increase when N
suddenly decreases, from 188 to 58, around t = 1279 ps, that is to say, when there is a “burst” in the
number of molecules being released (hereafter we will simply refer to such release events, in which
more than several tens of molecules are released within approximately 10 ps, as “bursts”). At the
same time, a pronounced peak in Einst reaching 907 kJ mol−1, which betrays the large kinetic energy

(a) (b) (c)

Substrate

Block

Fluid

FIG. 2. Snapshots of a typical dynamics of nucleation and growth of a vapor bubble (p = 6.3 GPa, V = 1 m s−1) for t =
0 ps (a), 1312.5 ps (b), and 1837.5 ps (c). The inset in (a) shows an enlarged view of the squeezed molecules. (Multimedia
view) [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4868507.1]
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the equivalent proto-bubble radius, of the number of molecules squeezed under the block and of
the instantaneous kinetic energy of the molecules being released. (a) Same bubble nucleation event as in Fig. 2 (p = 6.3 GPa,
V = 1 m s−1). (b) A case when no nucleation is observed (p = 1.6 GPa, V = 1 m s−1). The critical radius Rc is indicated as
a dashed line.

of the molecules being released during the burst, is observed. After the proto-bubble radius has
reached the critical value Rc, it monotonically increases with an essentially constant growth rate. For
a much lower pressure p (Fig. 3(b)), a burst in the emission of molecules is also observed, although
it is less pronounced and occurs later (t = 5696 ps) than in the previous case. A proto-bubble also
forms, but it only transiently grows up to a radius R � 2.1 nm that is smaller than Rc before it shrinks
within 370 ps.

The nucleation actually occurs as a consequence of the diffusion of the kinetic energy which is
released with the squeezed molecules to the surrounding fluid molecules in the bulk. Fig. 4 illustrates
this diffusion in terms of the temperature of the molecules in the bulk for the nucleation event shown
in Fig. 3(a).24 It also represents the density in fluid molecules for the same event. It shows that the
squeezed molecules are released locally at the rear-bottom edge of the block, and that their kinetic
energy diffuses as thermal energy to the surrounding fluid just after the initiation of the release at
t = 1279 ps (Figs. 4(a) and 4(e)). The region with relatively high temperatures (T � 435 K, delimited
by a white broken line in Fig. 4(b)) expands rapidly, but, remarkably, the size of the proto-bubble,
in which the density is smaller than 10.4 nm−3 (almost identical to that illustrated by the lower
bound of the color code 15 nm−3 in Fig. 4(f)), remains smaller, illustrating that the heat diffuses
faster than the vaporization front is progressing. At the same time, a high density ridge (delimited
by a black broken line in Fig. 4(f)) forms around the proto-bubble, due to the rapid expansion of the
latter. Since the proto-bubble remains surrounded by a region of high temperature, it keeps growing
until it eventually reaches the critical size (at t = 1350 ps in Figs. 4(d) and 4(h)). Above this size,
i.e., for R > Rc, the bubble grows spontaneously. That is, it grows even if the temperature of the
surrounding liquid decreases down to the initial ambient temperature T∞, because the energy barrier
of the nucleation has been overcome. The important point on this diffusion of heat and the emission
of a pressure wave is that only a part of the kinetic energy from the released molecules is actually
used for the nucleation; the rest is dissipated in the bulk.

These behaviors, together with direct observations of the dynamics, reveal crucial preliminary
information about the nucleation process:
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Density ridge 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

435K 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
T=435K 

336K 600K 15nm-3 18nm-3 

(d) 

Bubble 

FIG. 4. Local temperature (a)–(d) and density in molecules (e)–(h), at t = 1282.8, 1288.3, 1294.0, and 1350.0 ps, for the
same simulation as in Fig. 3(a). For the sake of clarity, each figure duplicates the periodic domain along ex. The color scale
is the same for the four sub-figures for each quantity. Shaded areas represent the block and the substrate (color online).

� First, the bubble inception is triggered by the sudden release of some of the molecules squeezed
under the block. The released molecules have a typical kinetic energy of order 50 kJ mol−1

which is much larger than the typical kinetic energy 3kT∞/2 � 4.7 kJ mol−1 of the molecules
in the bulk. They collide and share their large kinetic energy with the closest molecules from
the bulk, creating a proto-bubble: A region where the density of molecules is low and their
kinetic energy is large, with respect to ambient conditions.

� Second, depending on the pressure applied on the block, the proto-bubble may or may not
reach the critical size Rc and grow unboundedly.

B. Results and interpretation

Our observations of nucleation events in the simulations are summarized in Fig. 5 in the form
of a phase diagram for the occurrence of nucleation. The criterion for nucleation is chosen as R >

Rc, as defined in Eq. (5). Since a nucleation event is, by its nature, sensitive to the instantaneous
distribution of the fluid molecules, two runs with different initial positions of the molecules were
performed for each velocity condition for p = 1.6 GPa, and at least four runs for each velocity
and pressure condition for p ≥ 3.1 GPa. As Fig. 5 illustrates, the threshold for nucleation is
independent of the rubbing velocity V , but does depend on the applied pressure p. For the cases when
p = 1.6 GPa, 20%-38% of the runs show a nucleation event, meaning that the pressure is very close
to the effective threshold.

This dependence of nucleation on p, and independence from V , can be explained from the
total energy released during a single burst of molecules. Indeed, the duration of a burst is typically
10 ps, which is shorter than the inertial time

√
ρR3

c /γ ∼ 50 ps for the evolution of the critical
bubble (the typical time scale R2

c /D ∼ 500 ps for the diffusion of the molecules at the scale of the
bubble, where D is the molecular self-diffusivity, is even much longer and is therefore subdominant
the proto-bubble dynamics). All the molecules emitted during one burst are therefore expected to
contribute additively to the nucleation of the same bubble. It is then more relevant to consider the
total energy Eburst released during a single burst, which is computed as the sum of Einst over the burst
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram for nucleation. In the case when both nucleation and absence of nucleation are observed, the number
of runs for which nucleation is observed respective to the total number of runs is mentioned above the marker.

duration, rather than the instantaneous energy Einst itself. Fig. 6 indeed illustrates the key role of
Eburst for the nucleation. As shown in Fig. 6(a), Eburst increases with p. The nucleation is observed for
all the pressure conditions except for the minimum value p = 1.6 GPa, for which nucleation occurs
only for a portion of the runs. For this last condition, Eburst ranges from 1820 to 3280 kJ mol−1, that
is to say, 5-10 times larger than Qc � 380 kJ mol−1 (this suggests that only 10%-20% of the kinetic
energy of the molecules is effectively transferred to the proto-bubble, the rest diffusing around in
the bulk, which is consistent with the discussion of Fig. 4). From these results, it appears that the
occurrence of nucleation for increasing p is in fact a consequence of the increase in Eburst with p,
while the independence of nucleation from V can be attributed to the almost constant value of Eburst

as V is increased.
The origin of the kinetic energy of the released molecules is better understood by also looking at

the number of molecules that are released. Fig. 7 shows the energy Eburst released during each burst
versus the number of molecules �Nburst being released during the same burst, for all the conditions
except when nucleation is not observed (i.e., p = 0.6 GPa). The two quantities are clearly related
linearly to each other. The least mean square fit to the data passing through the origin, plotted as a
solid line in the figure, yields a proportional constant Emol0 = 53.5 kJ mol−1, which corresponds to
the average kinetic energy per molecule released, measured at the time when it is expelled into the
bulk. Although Eburst is somewhat scattered around the fitted line, 88% of the data points lie between
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FIG. 6. Total kinetic energy Eburst emitted during a single burst. (a) Dependence on p. The circles (blue onlie) and squares
(red online) correspond to V = 1 and 0.5 m s−1, respectively. (b) Dependence on V . The circles (blue onlie) and squares
(red online) correspond to p = 6.3 and 3.1 GPa, respectively. The value plotted for each run corresponds to the first burst
which causes the nucleation, for the cases with nucleation, or to the largest burst, for the cases without nucleation. The error
bars indicate the maximum and the minimum values for the same conditions. The dashed line represents the critical work of
nucleation Qc defined in Eq. (4).
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FIG. 7. The kinetic energy Eburst versus the number of molecules being released in the same burst. The solid line, with slope
Emol0 of 53.5 kJ mol−1, is the least mean square fit to all the data points. The dashed lines have a slope of (1 ± 0.3)Emol0.
The dashed-dotted line represents Qc.

the dashed lines (1 ± 0.3)Emol0�Nburst. This indicates that the kinetic energy per molecule released
is essentially constant, i.e., neither depends on p nor on V , and that the variation in Eburst is only due
to the variation in the number of molecules that are released during a single burst. The reason for this
increase in �Nburst with p is probably due to the larger amplitude of the stick-and-slip motion of the
block as the pressure is increased: A stronger stick is caused by a larger bending of the block, which
would release more molecules and thus more energy in a single burst. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 8,
the amplitude of the bending depends on p, but not on V . This is consistent with the observation
in Figs. 5 and 6. More generally, in our simulations the stick-and-slip motion and the concomitant
bending of the block seem to be governed by a quasi-static equilibrium. We therefore think that the
independence on V should persist for lower velocities. There is a priori no definite reason why this
independence should persist for ever increasing V . However, the typical velocity of the released
molecules (∼2300 m s−1) is three orders of magnitude larger than V , and we thus speculate that a
V -dependence might be observed only for much larger V than those used in our simulations.

More information on the nucleation dynamics can also be obtained by tracking the molecules
which were initially squeezed under the block. Fig. 9 presents the time evolution of the ratio C of
the current number nsq of those fluid molecules inside the vapor proto-bubble which were initially
squeezed (i.e., which have been released during the motion of the block) to the total number nbubble

of the fluid molecules currently in the proto-bubble, i.e.,

C = nsq

nbubble
. (6)

For all the pressure and velocity conditions, C peaks at 0.4-0.7 within approximately 5 ps after the
initiation of nucleation. It then decreases very rapidly during 10 ps before slowly decreasing to zero
within a few hundreds picoseconds. When the proto-bubble reaches the critical size, typically several
tens of picoseconds after nucleation, C � 0.1-0.2. This means that the critical vapor bubble is not
filled only with molecules having been squeezed. It is actually mainly filled with molecules that were
initially in the bulk, and which evaporated in the proto-bubble as a consequence of the diffusion of
the kinetic energy of the released molecules. For this period, the trend in C does neither depend on

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 8. Bending of the bottom surface of the block and of the substrate induced by the rubbing for p = 6.3 GPa,
V = 1 m s−1 (a), p = 6.3 GPa, V = 0.2 m s−1 (b) and p = 1.6 GPa, V = 1 m s−1 (c). The bending in (a) is similar
to that in (b) but much larger than that in (c).
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FIG. 9. Evolution of the ratio of those molecules inside the proto-bubble which were initially squeezed under the block.
(a) Dependence on p (V = 1 m s−1). (b) Dependence on V (p = 6.3 GPa). Two runs are shown for each condition. The insets
show an enlarged view of the initial evolution of C until 20 ps.

p nor on V . This indicates that the diffusion of the squeezed molecules is mainly determined by the
conditions of the surrounding liquid, i.e., the bulk temperature and pressure, which were not varied
in the present simulations.

Finally, the nucleation of a vapor bubble close to solids surface is also expected to be influenced
by the wettability of the solids by the liquid. In order to study this effect, we varied the value of the
fluid–solid interaction energy εFS. Fig. 10 shows snapshots of the simulations with different values
of εFS, ranging from 0.8 kJ mol−1 (Fig. 10(a)) to 2.0 kJ mol−1 (Fig. 10(c)), compared with the case
discussed until now, referred to as “base case,” with εFS = 1.0 kJ mol−1 (Fig. 10(b)). Although
differences in the bubble shape near the contact line, due to different contact angles are observed,
nucleation occurred for all the cases. For the largest value of εFS (Fig. 10(c)), the solids are completely
wetted, and the bubble is formed away from the substrate surface, consistently with a previous study
of homogeneous nucleation with molecular dynamics.22 As shown in Table II, �Nburst, as well as
Eburst, increase with εFS. This dependence of �Nburst on εFS actually results from the variation in the
initial number of the squeezed molecules Nini shown in the table. Nini is affected by the density in
fluid molecules in the vicinity of the solid surfaces: for large εFS, the strong attraction between the
fluid and solid molecules induces the formation of a dense adhesion layer of fluid molecules there.
This results in a larger number of squeezed molecules and explains why �Nburst is larger. In contrast,
the value of Emol appears to be insensitive to εFS. The ratio Emol/Emol0 ∼ 1.2, which is within the
bounds (1 ± 0.3)Emol0 of the scattering in Fig. 7. This indicates that the surface energy between the
solid and the fluid does not contribute to the kinetic energy of the squeezed molecules at the release.
As a consequence, the total energy Eburst = �NburstEmol released during a single burst also increases
as εFS is increased. This, in turn, should lower the threshold pressure for nucleation observed
in Fig. 5.

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 10. Snapshots of the system after nucleation occurred, for different values of εFS corresponding to different wetting
behaviors of the liquid on the solids. (a) εFS = 0.8 kJ mol−1. (b) εFS = 1.0 kJ mol−1 (base case). (c) εFS = 2.0 kJ mol−1.
The larger εFS, the smaller the contact angle of the liquid on the solid.
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TABLE II. Influence of the wettability of the solids on the number of molecules and on the energy released (p = 12.6 GPa,
V = 1 m s−1). The values of εFS0 = 1.0 kJ mol−1 and Emol0 = 53.5 kJ mol−1 correspond to the base case discussed in the
previous figures. Except for the base case, the values are obtained from a single run for each condition.

Eburst Emol = Eburst/�Nburst

εFS/εFS0 Nini �Nburst (kJ mol−1) (kJ mol−1) Emol/Emol0

0.8 125 80 4436 55.5 1.04
1.0 203 124 8359 67.4 1.26
2.0 312 183 10088 55.1 1.03

IV. CONCLUSION

The nucleation process for the formation of vapor bubbles by rubbing solids immersed in
superheated liquid was studied with the help of molecular dynamics simulations. A new mechanism
was investigated: nucleation induced by the release of the fluid molecules which are squeezed
between the two solids, nominally in contact with each other.

The simulations, performed with a Lennard-Jones fluid, revealed that, during the rubbing, the
molecules that are initially squeezed between the solids are intermittently released into the bulk with
a large kinetic energy. This energy may be larger than the critical work of nucleation, leading to
the nucleation of a vapor bubble which then grows without limits. More precisely, the nucleation
was observed when the pressure between the solids is higher than a threshold value. The rubbing
velocity, however, did not show any threshold value for the nucleation in the examined range.
Such dependence on the pressure and independence from the velocity originate from the fact that
the kinetic energy for a single release event of molecules, or “burst,” varies with the pressure
but is unaffected by the velocity. By contrast, the kinetic energy per molecule released is almost
constant throughout the simulations regardless of the pressure, velocity or the solid-fluid surface
energy.
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